WANTED
Callers for the Annual Alumni Phonathon
September 18-November9 .
Sundays 2 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Mondays - Thursdays 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
$5.(X) per hour

:

Student groups providing volunteers may
earn cash incentives for their organization.
Applications available in Human Resources.
For more information, call 646-2513
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UNF proposes fee to upgrade,
expand computer facilities
By Fredline McCormack
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students might have to pay
an extra $15 in technology fees
to supplement the state’s cuts in
aid to the university, according
to UNFPrcsidcnt Adam Herbert.
The fee will be used to im
prove the school’s current tech
nological facilities. Tom Healy,
senior consul to the president,
says the idea has not been final
ized.
“At this point, it’s just a pro
posal,” he said.
The fee would be paid along
with school fees every semester
by all students.
' Healy says he feels the fee is
a good idea because the current
budget did not allow for any
expansion or improvement to
the current facilities. Also, rapid
advances in the computer in

dustry could not be taken ad
vantage of.
“The greatest area of need
forus is computer equipment as
we can’t keep up,” he said. “We
don’t have as much equipment
as we should have and the regu
lar budget docs not allow us to
expand.”
Healy feels that this will
change with the levied fee.
“The fee would help pay for
more computers as well better
services,” he said.
Director of Computing Ser
vices, Lance Taylor, agreed. He
said that although on-campus
computer service was improv
ing, areas ofdcficiency remained
especially in the student labs.
‘The number of p.c.’s are
not adequate to meet the needs
of the students,” he said. “And
in many cases, the p.c.’s there

CLAST lab designed
to help students
By Jay Benson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Office of Experiential
Learning and Institutional Test
ing has just made it easier for
new students taking the Col
lege-Level Academic Skills
Test.
According to agency /direc
tor Carol Ann Boyles, the com
puter lab is designed to help
students repeating any of the
math, English or reading skills.
State law allows for a stu
dent to take the CLAST test
once a month. The $30,000
needed to equip the lab and pur
chase security equipment came
out of the Division of Student
Affairs.
The CLAST lab will cost

represent older technologies.”
For him, the fee would mean
having the ability to establish
new labs. New software could
also be acquired and the exist
ing computer systems could be
upgraded.
He mentioned plans of add
ing computer stations to class
rooms so faculty could use them
in teaching. More stations for
the library might also be added.
All students will benefit di
rectly from the improvements,
Healy said. He wanks all stu
dents, regardless of their major,
to have access to all of the latest
computer advances.
“The money will be spent on
things that will improve every
student’s access to computers,”
he said. “We would like all stu
dents to have access to whatever
they need.”

Health fee may also increase
By Jennifer Garrett
OF THE STAFF

A 70 cent increase in the stu
dent health fee will be requested
by the UNF Counseling Centcrto
pay for the staffing of counselors
for the facility.
* The legislature is cutting the
budgek..so student affairs will be
cutting personal counseling,’’said
Jo Brooke, director of personal
counseling.
Student affairs was asked to
cut the budget by 3% and the
counseling center was the pro
gram chosen to take the cut backs.
$154,000 is needed to cover the
salaries of 3 counselors and a
secretary.
Although the counsel ing cen
ter is free standing from the health
center, the majority of SUS uni
versities’ mental health/counscling services are funded through
the student heal th fees, according
to Brooke. With the increase, the
fee would stand at $2.87, still

below average in comparison to
the other SUS universities.
Toward the end ofthc month
the Student Fee Assessment
Committee willmeetandBrooke
will give an overview of the
importanccofthecentcrand what
services they provide, according
to Roland Buck, vice president
of student affairs. The commit
tee will vote on whetherornot to
allow the increase.
“Auniversitywithoutacounscling center is going to be prob
lematic,” said Buck. "That [veto
of the increase] would be a seri
ous dilemma.”
500 students sought assis
tance last year al the counseling
center which offers crisis inter
vention, group therapy, work
shop training, consultation on
mental health issues. Private
counseling off campus is also
offered tosludcntsfreeofcharge.
The center is located in Bldg. 2,
second floor.

State University School CLAST comparison results, Feb 18,1995

studenks $30 each lime. For
nonstudents it will be $35 each
time. Thconclimefeewillnot.be
refundable or transferable.
The computer CLAST was
created by the state Department
of Education. The math, read
ing, and English language
subtests will be on computer.
“Unfortunately, essays are
not scored by computer so the
essay portion must continue to
be retaken during normal
CLAST administration,’’Boyles
said.
UNE students taking the
CLAST for the first lime have
placed in the top four universi
ties in the university system
each time the test was offered
since June 1994.

UNF to institute universal ID card system
By Sarah Etter
OF THE STAFF

UNF students will soon be
getting onecard that docs it all if
everything goes according to
administrative plan.
And these cards will even
have pictures in color.
“They are going to change
the ID card system Oct. 23. ...
everyone gets a new card.... that
card will have a color picture,”
said ID Card Office assistant
Paul Vij.
The current ID card system
allows students access to the
library and the computer lab,
avails them to free admission to
activities and athletic functions,
and makes them eligible for dis
counts on events such as con
certs, Vij said.
The new cards will immedi
ately give students automated
access to services for laundry,
copying, testing, and meals, and
optional long distance phone
services as well, said Housing
Director Branan Woodham.
Woodham said the cards will be used in much the same way
that credit cards are, in that they
will have magnetic strips that

can be swiped through an autho
rizationmachine, automating the
process of accessing services.
“Basically the new cards will
... gain access to [such places as]
the arena and the fitness center
without having a sticker on it,”
Woodham said.
Additional services will be
added one at a time, with vend
ing services by spring and auto
mated teller machine access
within a year. This will allow
students access to their bank
accounts through ATMs and
vending machines through the
use of the new cards.
“For right now, we are de
veloping a one-card platfonn,”
he said. “The one-card program
will come later.
. Consolidating various func
tions into one card is a popular
trend. When the fall term at Vir
ginia Commonwealth Univer
sity in Richmond, Va. began,
the 33,000 students and employ
ees received ID cards that per
form over a dozen di fferent func
[ions. These are intended to
eliminate the inconvenience of
waiting in different lines to get
cards that provide access to dif-

fcrent services, said Dr. Arthur
Gloster, vice provost of VCU’s
Office for Information Technol
ogy.
“It’s a card that really allows
you to do everything,” he said.
“When we get the card, these
lines will go away.”
VCU is spending $380,000
on its new One Card system.
Other projects include $11 mil
lion for fiber-optic communica
tions networks linking its aca
demic campus with the Medical
College of Virginia, and $8 mil
lion for a multimedia center in
which computer systems will
provide such things as a digital
library and multimedia class in
struction. VCU administrators
are calling for technology to
enable “distance learning,” in
which a virtual classroom would
be created and used to commu
nicate with those throughout
Virginia and the nation inter
ested in enrolling at VCU.
“This is the start. This is the
first thing people are going to
see,” Gloster said.
Material
from
The
Assocaited Press was used in
this story.

Osprey
sports

this
week
Volleyball
Sept. 18
at Valdosta State
Sept. 20
at St. Leo
Sept. 23
at Barry
All home matches at UNF Arena

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Men’s soccer
Sept. 20

at Rollins

7:30 p.m.

Women’s soccer
at Flagler
3 p.m.
Presbyterian vs. Barry 11a.m.
Eckerd at UNF
2 p.m.
All home matches played at the UNF Soccer Field

Sept. 23
Sept. 24

Cross country
Sept. 15

UNF Invitational
Orlando
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advertisement

TOP TEN REASONS FOR
BUYING A NEW OSPREY
LICENSE PLATE
1. Make other drivers ponder, “What’s an Osprey ?”
2. Protects you from floods with buoyant design
3. Make eveiyone think you’ve graduated
4. Save $40,000 by quitting college and just getting the plate
5. Beat FSU...We need to sell 230,422 to do it!
6. Handsome osprey design attracts the opposite sex
7. David Letterman would have one on his car
8. Ospreys and jaguars get along great on a car’s tail
9. Repels UPD radar guns
10. Great PR for your school
.
P.S. Support UNF scholarships with your purchase.
See your local Florida tag agency to buy a UNF collegiate
license plate. (Tags can be personalized for an
additional fee.)

Since 1986, proceeds from UNF
tag sales have provided more
than 300 scholarships.

Support UN F
scholarships
with an
Osprey
license plate!

For further information call:
Marilyn Wilson (904) 646-2510
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Navy ROTC drops anchor to replace Army
By Denise-Marie Williams
OF THE STAFF

The Naval Reserve Officers Train
ing Corps has opened an office at the
University of North Florida in an at
tempt to promote their presence on
campus and recruit more students.
According to Officer Mike
Malchak, the Army ROTC program
closed its office late last year and the
Navy program tookadvantage of the
newly-available position.
“Basically, the Army moved out
and we took their offices,” NROTC
member Phillip Dye said.
The sophomore computer science
major said he joined the program for
promotional aspects.
“It’sagoodjob-.aguaranteedjob,”
he said. “It gives us kind of a more
affordable education.”
One of the Navy’s greatest con

cerns is increasing the number of fresh
man and sophomores enrolled in
NROTC. According to Malchak, there
are about 33 students enrolled in
NROTC, most of them juniors and
seniors.
“We want to make people aware
that we are on campus,’’Armstrong
said.“Having an office on campus
will allow us to talk with students
about the program and some of the
scholarship opportunities that are
available.”
“(We opened the office) to pro
mote our visibility,” NROTC senior
business management major David
Pearson said. “Plus, we like to whoop
up on everybody on intramural foot
ball.”
The NROTC offers students under
the age of 29 an opportunity to qualify
for commissions in the Navy or Ma

rine Coips while attending college.
“At the end of the program, they
are commisssioned as officers — en
signs — with minimum service obli
gations,” Malchak said.
He said the corps’s program also
pays for uniforms and Naval Science
course books. During the students’
last two years of college, the Navy
provides a $150 stipend. In addition,
there are two- and four-year tuition
scholarships available for qualified
NROTC students.
The NROTC unit has been operat
ing at Jacksonville University since
1971 while offering some classes at
UNF for several years. JU, UNF, and
FCC-J are involved in the cross-city
enrollment program.
Anyone interested in information
about NROTC can stop by Bldg. 11,
Rm. 2101 or call 745-7480.

Sway
are y^y

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES

FALL
ELECTIONS
September 26 & 27
20 SENATE SEATS OPEN

Voting booths in the
courtyard
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UNF can improve itself in many
ways with memorable architecture

Letters to the Editor

UNF architecture is lifeless and boring.
The red brick, white concrete and blue doors are leftovers Junior warns against dealing with “animals” on campus
from the 1970s, along with hermetically sealed windows and
“The Right to Have a Little Fun.” Of of the collected “Frats” by their stand
[Tongue-in-cheek]
course, their blundering ideas of “Fun” that if she left her door unlocked, they
It
might
be
a
good
idea
for
the
outdoor staircases. Ask any freshman how often he or she has
Spinnaker to list the non-emcrgcncy are running through complexes, yell had the right to enter, no matter that it
been lost on campus and it will quickly become apparent that number for the UNF Police depart ing at the top of their lungs, pounding was 2 in the a.m.
the buildings on campus are not differentiated enough.
Anyway, back to the point: like all
ment in an upcoming issue. Normally, on doors, and all in the experimenta
encounters
with the wild animals of the
tion
of
standing
erect.
the
resident
Students
on
campus
can
Of course, we aren’t an Ivy League school with ancient
preserve,
caution
must be taken. Frats
In one instance, they accomplished
architecture and time-honored old dorms that used to be sleep, study or relax in security within
theirdorms or apartments, without fear the above goals and were completely arc notout-right aggressive, butthrough
slaughterhouses. But to overhear an architect comment that the of intrusion. But, we arc coming upon flabbergasted when, instead of acco struggling sobriety and natural blun
new College of Health building (39) doesn’t fit in because it the season where the other citizens of lades from theirsuperiorbrcthrcn.they dering, innocents may be accidentally
UNF, I believe they are called “Frats,” were informed by a female resident hurt by them. If you do encounter a
doesn’t look like all the other buildings is disheartening.
begin their same-gender mating at that the peace officers were on their group of Frats, take heed and back
Architects probably don’t realize that any attempt to make
tempts and wreak havoc in the residen way. Of course, they rightly protested, away. Let the pros handle it. After all,
anything look “modem” or “futuristic” is doomed to failure, tial area of the maturity-minded Stu but the extent of her argument was that the UNF Police arc well-trained and
since these attempts only make such things look dated in a very dents.
she really did not appreciate having well-experienced with animal control.
Dan Butler
them
enter her unlocked apartment to
As
a
witness
to
the
inebriated
na

short time. Our school’s “modem” design is pale and forget
Junior,
History
ture of these undomesticated cousins, I wake he-. That line of reasoning was
table next to the sweeping arches and aged brick of Florida have been amused by their logic of overturned by the struggling intellect
via the Internet
State or the open circular courtyards of the University of
Florida.
UNF needs interesting, distinctive, imaginative buildings. Newspapers have intrinsic write to us write to us write to us
Consquently, UNF needs interesting, distinctive, imaginative value not in other media
write to us write to us write to us
architects to design such structures.
write to us write to us write to us
Like the University of Pittsburgh’s tower of knowledge,
UNF needs a landmark. UNF needs a distinctive symbol to
write to us write to us write to us
draw attention to its little dot on the Florida map. UNF needs by John L. Meeks, Jr.
write to us write to us write to us
something to put on the front of the public relations brochures
The [Baltimore] Evening Sun became another tomb
write to us write to us write to us
besides another picture of the lakes. UNF students need some stone in the newsprint graveyard Sept. 15.
Suffocating under the rising costs of newsprint, and
write to us write to us write to us
thing besides the satellite dish on top of the library to show off
euthanized by the Times-Mirror Corp., The Evening Sun
to friends who visit.
write to us write to us write to us
joined the ranks of The Washington Star, The Los Angeles
Put in other terms, UNF needs to be remembered for more Herald Examiner, and countless others.
write to us write to us write to us
To the everyday person, that really doesn’t matter, the
than its flooding and poor graduation rate. One memorable
building could be a recruiting tool, an image enhancement, and news is on at 5,5:30, and 6, right? The on-line news services write to us write to us write to us
are available 24-7, right?
a rallying point all rolled together.
write to us write to us write to us
Right, but wrong.

Contributed Column

Green is unknown health hazard
when sprayed with insecticide
Insecticide has been sprayed on the Green again. There are
little yellow signs warning people to keep off the grass due to
the chemicals.
If this treatment is so hazardous as to warrant a series of
signs, why not block off the green entirely, with wooden posts
and police tape?
Far be it from anyone to accuse UNF of being lazy or cheap
in that regard. But the fact remains that people still use the
Green for recreation and family activities. This weekend, there
were many small children and student picnickers on the green,
despite the yellow signs.
If one small blue sign isn’t enough to keep people from
playing soccer on the green, how are three smaller signs going
to keep people from using it at all? And just how much of a
health risk is it to the people who do decide to use the Green?
Perhaps UNF should make an effort to disclose exactly what
insecticide is being used on the Green, what effects it can have
on human beings and why the people who spray the chemicals
need to dress in large, airtight yellow suits when spraying it.
Even if you didn’t leave your dorm room, you knew they
sprayed insecticide on the Green this weekend. The smell
carries on the westerly winds, which probably also carries dead
bugs and loose chemicals too.

The news was automatically outdated as soon as the
presses ran. True. But, frozen on newsprint was history.
Parents and grandparents are not going to videotape the
evening news to give to future generations. People can’t
wonder what was on America Online the day they were
bom. There’s no casual joy in downloading comics on
Sunday morning.
The newspaper is more than a throwaway antique. It
captures what instantaneous technology can only grasp for
a few seconds. Its stately headlines keep a strange power for
many years that computer printouts cannot match..
Sure, it’s great to be sentimental. But spending warm
Baltimore summers watching the Evening Sun delivery
truck pass by isn’t enough to preserve a paper. Feelings and
goodwill alone could have saved papers like the Evening
Sun, the New York HeraldTribune or perhaps the Jackson
ville Journal.

write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us

The views expressed in signed opinion columns and letters to the editor

represent the opinions of the individual authors and do not necessarily represent
the opinion of the Spinnaker, its staff members, or the University of North Florida;
We welcome letters from students, faculty, and the local community. Please ,

include a name and telephone number on a typewritten copy one week prior to
publication. Names will be withheld by request. Unsigned submissions will not be

' considered for publication.
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Most cats have better developed senses of conflict resolution - The Minority Opinion
able, stray cats?
What a straw man argument. Of course they
don’t. If a student gets rabies or Ted Nugent’s
disease, it’s his or her own fault for taking in the

The Minority Opinion

by Kendrick Kerwin Chua
From the problcms-othcrwisc-ignored-bythe-administration department: this school is
full of stray cats.
You wouldn’t notice unless you lived on
campus or hung around at 3 in the morning.
When the only people around are the insomni
acs, tons of lovable, stray cats come out of hiding
and begin to scrounge around in the trash left
behind by us wasteful human beings.
Feral cats, for you humane society types.
Anywhere from 20 to 200 stray cats inhabit the
preserved nature of UNF, and that high number
is an estimate based on the number of pregnant,
lovable, stray cats that have been sighted over in
the apartments.
We can admit to it without naming names;
everybody and his brother in the apartments, the
dorms, and the efficiencies owns a cat. Either
they brought one with them or they took one in
when they first moved in. And these are usually
worm-infested, pregnant, lovable, stray cals that
end up being taken sympathy upon. A quick and
dirty trace of credit card expenditures in August
and September reveals a startling number of
veterinary visits by UNF students. (No, I’m not
going to tell you how I did it. Just accept it,
dammit.)
The question is obvious. Does thé adminis
tration have any responsibility at all towards
these unhealthy, worm-infested, pregnant, lov-

Have cats in
the dorm?
Yes,a fuzzy
■ warm
animal is
great stress
relief, but
you don't
have to
clean out a
litter box if you take in a
cheerleader or a baseball
player for a few nights.
cat in the first place, right? If students go spend
ing their work-study money on litter and cat food
instead of books and Mariott food, it’s their own
decision, right? Why should Building One ex
pend any thought, effort, or funding on these
mangy, unhealthy, worm-infested, pregnant, lov
able, stray cats?
Here’s the straw man part: administrators
have no responsibility towards the cats. They do
have a responsibility towards the students who
arc dumb enough to go and take care of the
prolific, mangy, unhealthy, worm-infested,
preganant, lovable, strat cats. Feel free to insert
comments about glass houses, pots, and kettles
right here.

No, it’s not a big problem. But we could at
least admit to ourselves that it is a problem, and
set down policy about the illegal pets that every
body owns. But Housing seems to treat the pets
problem the way high schools treat the sex
problem, by pretending that it doesn’t exist and
hoping it goes away.
So, it falls to powerful, egotistical me to to set
down policy. Here goes...
(1) For crying out loud, think about the cost
and the effort involved in taking in a cat in the
apartments, dorms, and efficiencies. Besides
having to secrete the poor creature into a card
board box when the pest control people come or
when your RA does life-safety inspections, you
have to feed and water it and pay attention to it.
Yes, a fuzzy warm thing is great stress relief, but
you don’t have to clean out a litter box if you take
in a cheerleader or a baseball player for a few
nights.
(2) Now that you’ve stupidly decided to take
the poor cat in, tend to its health. De-worm it.
Give it a flea bath. Get its reproductive parts
hacked out. Don’t worry about the moral and
biological implications of this; there are plenty
more cats where this one came from. And don’t
do all this yourself, of course... Go see a veteri
narian.
(3) Unless you’re one of those students that
stays here twenty years waiting to get into that
last education course, you’ll probably be mov
ing some day. Plan to find a new home for your
cat i f you don’t plan on taking it with you. A good
friend is ideal, and even though the humane
society is probably a death sentence, it’s better
than letting the cat go off into the woods.
(4) Do not let the cat run off into the woods.

Boathouse isn’t M miff qMH I

Besides having to compete with the raccoons
and freshmen for food, it’ll probably be respon
sible for the spontaneous creation of about seven
or eight new stray cats. Don’t contribute to this.
(5) Cats tend to vomit. Cats tend to urinate on
the carpet. Cats tend to do even less friendly
things on the carpet. Get yourself some noxious
cleaning chemicals and plan accordingly.
Seems simple, doesn’t it? So explain to me
why there’s enough cats on campus to form their
own zip code, if everybody knows this already.
Next week I’ll be sharing the revised visita
tion rules with you, for those who prefer fuzzy
things with conversation value.
•

I can’t believe I have to teach some of you
how to argue. And with me, of all people.
Shouting a rebuttal across a crowded room
and then turning tail without letting me get a shot
off in response is not an effective way of refuting
my arguments, wherever I make them. And it
only reinforces the point that a lot of what I say
cannot be refuted at all.
I am paid and I get class credit for being
arrogant on paper. When I’m arguing on my own
time, I can slip out of the madman’s mask, and
share some Pez and some intelligent discourse.
Of course, this is all dependent on your willing
ness to listen.
My voice is much louder. This is not a threat,
it is the truth. If all you’re interested in is shout
ing at me, then by all means go ahead. If you’re
interested in educating me or learning about why
I think the way I think, then let’s make time
together to over that little comer of human civi
lization.

The finer points of dorm life are not so fine

Staff Column

by Mike Goldin
Upon arriving at UNF a few weeks ago, this
reporter discovered an unusual juxtaposition.
There is a building here on campus that bears no
resemblance to its actual purpose or decoration.
Buildingone, Administration, you ask? No. It’s
the Boathouse.
Why would the school name a fast-food/
auditorium area after a place that houses boats?
well, If the guys that run the food service here are
any indication, the answer lies in a little UNF
history lesson:
Once, long ago and before most of us were
bom, the school was planned out. That was
about 1972. At the time, or slightly later, there
was much more of a lake than stands there
now.(the rest of it, I am told, was filled in to make

room for the parking lot that now lies beyond
the “retention pool” lake). At the shore of
this greatly expanded, yet still man-made
aqueous entity stood a small boathouse. Yes,
this building did house boats, and was re
moved either before, or because of the con
struction on the current Boathouse.
This does not let Marriott or UNF off the
hook, however. Naming the structure after
another type of building is fine, but shouldn’t
it at least somehow resemble it’s namesake?
Besides the steering wheel logo on the stage,
the only hint of the Boathouse’s heritage can
be found in the tuna subs and the newly added
fish sandwich combo that can be ordered
there. I say we should have a more aquatic
atmosphere. Marine life should be liberally
sprinkled ¿round the walls, and maybe a
large aquarium with multicolored fish would
be a neat entrance addition.
The place doesn’t have to look like a sea
food buffet, but there’s no sense in naming the
building Boathouse if you miss the Boat.

Corrections:
The Spinnaker corrects all errors offact. Please report such errors to Tom Kopacz at 6462727ore~mailtospinaker@unf.edu
An editor’s note in the 9/12 Letters to the Editor was incorrect. Although tile housing m ail
facility is not open to students on Fridays, mail is still delivered to the HB boxes.

C’mon, people, it’s time to drag ourselves out
of bed and start wearing deodorant again.
Aren’t you thrilled?

doing homework or going to class?
And where are you going to find fried broc
coli but at UNF? I had never even seen fried
broccoli before eating at Osprey Cafe.
I had never seen some of the other things they
put on my plate either. I just ate ‘em and ran back
to the dorm.
Which reminds me: Back in the good ol’ days
at the dorm—when there was only Osprey Hall—
we used to play name-that-smell on our way

Oh, and brush those teeth while you’re at it
because mints just don’t cut it when you’re
inches away from the next desk. First impres
sions are important, you know. Even I’m cel
ebrating fall classes with shaven legs.
We’re back to school, guys. The fun is just
beginning.
Of course, we don’t have superheroes
Condom Man and Rubber Maid like University
of Georgia. And we don’t get ice cream deliv
ered to our door like University of Florida. But,
I guess we’re O.K. — we have a new fitness
center and on-campus housing has a new postal
service.
UNF is a pretty good school. Where else will
you find raccoons running about the stairways or
armadillos and opossums scurrying about the
courtyard? I knew a girl who was afraid to go oncampus at night because “raccoons might get
her.” They go right up to your door at the Osprey
apartments, you know. I lived there and they
were there to greet me on the stairs every night.
Fred was the big, furry one with the striped tail.
And where else can you take physical chem
istry — one of the world’s most brain draining
cl asses—and make a C without opening a book,

down the stairs. You know, it’s been almost four
years and I still can’tput my finger on that smell.
What is that odor? It never goes away.
Oh, that was a grand memory — living in
Osprey hall.
What ever happened to that red-headed guy
who boasted every night about drinking gasoline
and beer? Or that guy who called our room and
left stupid messages on the machine: “Greetings
from Mr. Long Dong” and “Meet me by the
dumpster so I can meet your friends.” His room
mate sent condoms down the window by string,
referring to himself as S&M Man. What a dork.
Hardly anyone I knew from the dorm that
year still goes to UNF. (Except Jeremy Miller
who’s almost 40 and still living on the first
floor.) Everyone’s gone and I’m not sure why.
Was the cafeteria food that bad? Or was it the
dorm smell?
Maybe it was the raccoons.
Like the number of licks it takes to get to the
center of a Tootsie Roll Tootsie Pop, the world
may never know.
Have you ever put peanuts up your nose?
Denise-Marie Williams is a senior communi
cations major.

Staff Column

by Denise-Marie Williams

Spanish Caribbean Food * New World Cuisine
The Spanish Caribbean Geographically describes an area including Cuba, Puerto Rico, The Dominican
Republic, Central America, and the northern coast of South America
The Food is best described as Classic Spanish Cuisine with a Tropical Caribbean influence
Open for lunch during the week, lunch and dinner on the weekends

Serving Cuban sandwiches, chicken and steak prepared in
the Spanish carribbean style, and Larry’s Famous Green Chili

Open Monday thru Thursday 11:00 AM to 2:30 PM
Open Friday and Saturday from 11:00 AM to 9:00 PM

Phone (904) 642 - 3741
On Beach Blvd by St. Johns Bluff
Next to From Me to You
Consignment Shop
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You artless freak! Go visit the University Gallery! Not our president! Different Herbie!
B K W
dents to compete and display their work
y

im

alker

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Opaque glass doors tap softly be
hind curious onlookers when they en
terthe University Gallery. The uniquely
lit room with cathedral ceilings per
suades students and residents alike to
come inside and get a closer look. The
gallery, sometimes quiet, sometimes
with a faint hint of classical music
playing in the background, is a satisfy
ing space for almost all to enjoy art.
What was once the reading room
fortheUNFlibrary.some 10-odd years
ago, has developed from just a nice
place to hang pictures to a multi-pur
pose cultural facility.
David Porter, UNF photography
professor, says the gallery is important
in providing a cultural life for the stu
dents.
“The gallery gives students the op
portunity to see shows that are of na
tional reputation and quality. The gal
lery is less than a totally formal space.
The environment is pleasing and posi
tive.”
During the fall semester interested
UNF students can participate in a wide
array of activities ranging from the
current exhibit, “Street Engagements,
Social Landscape Photography of the
Sixties,” an exhibition organized by
George Eastman House, Rochester
New York, to musical ensembles and
solos presented by members of the
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra. The
gallery will also host slide shows and
lectures by the gallery’s director, Paul
Karabinis, and discussions by local
writers, art collectors and artists.
Karabinis says he tries to incorpo
rate many di fferent types of media into
the gallery to complement UNF’s learn
ing environment and to maximize its
function.
“The bulk of what I try to show here
arc works that will some way enhance

the students ’ lives. In terms of if they ’ re
art students, they can see some of the
great exemplary figures in their par
ticular profession, whether it be illus
tration, photography, painting ordraw
ing.”
He feels the gallery is more than an
art room that may only appeal to cer
tain people.
“That’s part of the mentality behind
it. The gallery has a lot of functions.
It’s one thing to look at art on the walls
but we can also deal with other events
that may not necessarily be directed to
fine art exclusively. If the subject mat
ter is timely it might be of interest to
people that might not normally come
to the gallery. It’s an attempt to broaden
the scope of space.”
According to Karabinis, the only
things really lacking with the
university’s overall art objectives are
that there are not more similar spaces
allowing organized events and there is
not a gallery devoted to showing stu
dent art work year-round.
“There are no good spaces on this
campus.”
Although there isn’t a year-round
exhibit, the gallery does enable stu

through the Student Show and the Se
nior Art Show.
The Student Show, which runs in
early April, is a juried art show that
features 75 to 80 works completed
solely by UNF students. Karabinis notes
that with 200 or more entries the show
is always very competitive. The Se
nior Art Show, held in mid February, is
more of a culminating portfolio of se
nior works.
The University Gallery receives the
bulk of its money from the Student
Government Association which allo
cated approximately $11,866 for the
1995-1996
academic school year. UNF funded
around $3,000with a minuscule amount
coming from outside donations.
Budget Director and Senior Ac
countant of UNF’s Student Govern
ment Association, David McClellan,
says SGA’s participation in funding is
allowable because of student fees.
“It’s not typical for state universi
ties to fund these services at the rate
that we fund, but we will, to maintain
these types of programs that aren’t
funded through any other avenue.”

By Brook Borowy
OF THE STAFF

Barely tall enough to reach the ped
als, he began playing the piano at the
age of seven. By the time he reached 11
years old he was performing with the
Chicago Symphony. Now, celebrating
his 31st year in the record business,
jazz legend Herbie Hancock will play
the Robinson Theatre Thursday at 8
p.m., as part of the Music Department’s
Great American Jazz Series.
Hancock has had a varied and fruit
ful career. His first album, Takin’ Off,
came out in 1963. Soon afterwards, he
joined the Miles Davis Quintet. In the
early 70s he flirted briefly with elec
tronic jazz, but soon returned to the
genre of acoustic piano. Throughout
most of the 80s Hancock produced and
toured with Wynton Marsalis. The late
80s were a time of fame and fortune, as

Hancock invaded the dance charts.
Amongst various other awards, he re
ceived both a Grammy and an Oscar.
Those who subscribed to Showtime
from 1989to 1991 may remember him
as the host of the concert/interview
series Coast to Coast.
Of course, not all of the highlights
of Hancock’s life have revolved around
his musical career. Other important
events were, “Starting practicing Bud
dhism some 21 years ago. Marrying
the woman I married 26 years ago; my
wife is quite a woman. The birth of my
daughter,” said Hancock.
Advance tickets to Thursday’s con
cert are $22.50, $11 for students, and
can be purchased at the main ticket
office in Building Two, or by phone at
646-2878. The day of the show, tickets
will be $27.50, $13 for students. For
more information call 646-2864.

Gallery schedule! Do you know what the heck is going on ?
Street Engagements: Social Landscape Photography of
the Sixties. Running through September 7 to October 6.
Straight Shooting in the Sixties. Paul Karabinis, UNF
Gallery Director and photo-historian lectures on the sensi
bilities of social landscape photography in the 1960s.
Wednesday, September 20, 7:30 p.m.
Joseph Jeffers Dodge: Paintings and Drawings-1940 to
the Present. October 17 to November 9. Reception: Tues
day, October 17, 5 to 7p.m..
Selections from the Collection of Joseph Jeffers Dodge.
November 16 to December 13. Reception: November 16,5
to 7p.m.
The Camera and the Tramp: Photographs of Homeless
Men in Tum-of-the-Century America. A slide-show and
lecture presented by David Courtwright, UNF Professor of
History and author of a forthcoming book on single men
and violence in America. Wednesday, September 27,7:30
p.m.
Plots of Time. Allen Tilley, UNF Professor of English,
discusses his book Plots of Time: An Inquiry into History,
Myth and Meaning. Wednesday, October 25, 7:30 p.m.
Music in the Gallery. An ensemble led by Merryn

Corsât, Principle Violinist with the Jacksonville Sym
phony Orchestra, performs the Octetfor Strings in E-Flat,
Opus 20, by Felix Mendelssohn. Monday, October 30,
12:10 p.m.
Frank Lloyd Wright: The Mike Wallace Interviews.
Wednesday, November 1, 7:30 p.m.
Joseph Jeffers Dodge. An informal conversation.
Wednesday, November 8, 7:30 p.m..
Music in the Gallery. Cynthia Valentine, Soprano and
Jack Funkhouser, Pianist. Sunday, November 19,5:00p.m.
The Collection of Joseph Jeffers Dodge. Debra MurphyLivingston, UNF Professor of Art History, discusses se
lected works on display. Wednesday, November, 29, 7:30
p.m.
The Relativist Wolf in Feminist Clothing. Ellen Klein,
UNF Professor of Philosophy and author of the forthcom
ing book Feminism Under Fire will conduct a lecture/
discussion. Wednesday, December 6, 7:30 p.m.
The University Gallery is located on the ground floor of
Building Two. Its hours of operation are: Tuesday through
Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m., open until 8 p.m. on Thursdays. For
more information call Paul Karabinis at 646-2534.

La Dolce Vida: Ain’t it a Drag?
By John L. Meeks, Jr.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

There’s nothing that a trio of drag
queens can’tfix! In a buddy Film turned
inside-out, “To Wong Foo, Thanks for
Everything, Julie Newmar" tells
America what it takes to be a “real
man.” And if it takes high heels and
hairspray, so be it.
To begin with, it took a guts for
Patrick Swayze and Wesley Snipes to
swallow their pride and pour on the
camp. The film starts off in New York
City at a fierce drag competition.
Vogueing, vamping, tramping and pos
ing are all vital ingredients in this pag
eant. Who says men don’t have to wal k
in heels for some stupid title?!

In this swank lipstick-fest, look for
Rachel Tension, the one draped in the
stars and bars. And RuPaul’s not the
last of the cameos. Vida (Swayze) and
Noxeema (Snipes) find themselves tied
for the title. They both win a flight to
the ultimate drag contest in Hollywood.
“I hope nobody mistakes us for the
Gabors!” Noxeema coos. One prob
lem— dejected contender Chi-Chi
Rodriguez (John Leguizamo). Vida,
much to the objection of Noxeema,
decides to adopt this chica. They ditch
the plane tickets and take a land yacht
Cadillac across the nation. Correct me
if I’m wrong, but is that Streisand play
ing as they cross the George Washing
ton Bridge?

Soon enough, you see why Chi-Chi
lost the pageant. Chi-Chi is just “a boy
in a dress.” Through a four-step pro
g ram, Chi -Chi sets out to blossom from
a drag princess into a drag queen. Half
way through the country—- in Middle
America, of course!— the three find
themselves pu led over on the side of
the road. An extermely amorous cop
decides to push his luck too far and
finds himself inconscious.
Vida and company change clothes
and escape, only to get stuck in
Snydersville, USA. It’s between New
York and LA, but it seems light years
Please see MOVIE, page 7

live recordings from their “File Under Easy Listening” tour may
be your last chance to taste Sugar. The included songs span the
group’s career: from the dark to the sorrowful to the bitterly angry,
this cd might attract some new fans. Unfortunately, rumor has it that
in the great coffee cup of the rock *n’ roll industry, Sugar has
dissolved.

The Nudes
The Nudes
Recorded in St. Augustine, this collection of folk has something special :
harmony. Perhaps because of the lack of other players to get in the way,
Walter Parks and Stephanie Winters have brought forth ten songs that flow
gently through your ears. However, if you want to hear the cd all the way
through in one sitting, pop a few caffeine pills first.
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Get excited on hump-day!
By Nicole Bodenschatz

Dr. Mort Berkowitz in the
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Robinson Theatre at 9 p.m.
Opportunities for fun and
This is the third consecutive
social bravery will fill the UNF year that UNF has brought in a
campus agenda for Wednesday. performer of this type, the oth
Between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. ers were a mind-reader and an
that day, the courtyard will other hypnotist
threaten to brim over with
Berkowitz will hypnotize
Clubfest.
volunteers from the audience,
About 40 groups—includ transporting them to situations
ing campus clubs, fraternities that arc both extraordinary and
and sororities—will converge silly.
on the courtyard to recruit new
“Each show is different,”
members. A dj, drawings and said Berkowitz. Although he
contests such as a scavenger uses m any of the same prem ises
hunt and a wheelchair obstacle in each performance, no two
course are planned to attract the groups of participants are alike.
adventurous and those who are As the audience changes, so
just plain curious.
does the show.
“[It] will be a full day of
He may take them into outer
activities, fun and socializing,” space and send them searching
according to ACSOP chair for their lost navels. Or, a true
Krista Rogers who is coordi daredevil may want to perform
nating the event.
in a talent show as Elvis Presley
In addition, the competition or Madonna.
between the groups for merit
He weaves his spell using
points will include a food pyra his
experience
as
a
mid, which will be donated to hypnotherapist He has helped
charity.
stars like Sylvester Stallone and
Later that night, the enter Tanya Tucker as well as many
tainment will continue with professional athletes.
Berkowitz taught classes in
“Adventures in Hypnotism”by

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Twenty-two manatees have been chosen for
adoption by the Save the Manatee Club al Blue
Spring State Park in Orange City, Florida. An
other Adopt-a-Manatee program is located in
Homosassa Springs State Wildlife Park.
Manatees can be adopted for $20. With the
adoption the “parent” recieves a photograph, a
biography of the manatee, along with a certifi
cate of adoption, and newsletters for updated on
the manatees progress. It’s a great and unique
gift for the person who has everything. “Adopt
ing a manatee gave me great pleasure to know I
was helping.” said Joe Bosley, a manatee parent.
The charm of these gentle giants is hard to resist.
Manatees are considered the teddy bear of aquatic
animals. They average ten feet in length and
weigh about 1000 pounds. Manatees are
vegitarians, feeding on the grass and seaweed in
slow moving waters.
The population of manatees is an estimated
1800, making them an endangered species. They
are vunerable to collisions with watercraft due to
their size and slow movements. They also breath
at the surface adding further danger from boats.
Funds from Adopt-A-Manatee go toward public
awareness and education, research, rescue, and
rehabilitation, and lobbying to ensure betterpro-

You’ll love it. It'll be better than
Cats. You’ll want to go see Dr. Mort
Berkowitz again and again and
again...

hypnotherapy at the University
of Southern California and
UCLA and created the smok
ing cessation programs for the
American Cancer Society. He
is the former president of the
CalifomiaProfessional Hypno
tists’ Association. Berkowitz
was also the host of “Success
Line,” a talk show on KCNN
radio.
He has a new lecture series entitled
"Unlock the Power of Your Mind”
and is available to lecture.

tection for manatees and their habitat. In 1994
approximatly 90% of funds went directly to
manatee programs, and less than 10% went to
administration and fund raising.
The Save the Manatee Club was started in
1981 by Senator Bob Grahm and singer Jimmy
Buffett. It is a national non-profit organization.
“In 1981 there were 80 members, today there are
over 39,000 members.”, said Nancy Sadusky of
the Save the Manatee Club. The club has recicved
the Take Pride in Florida award in 1991 and
1992. They have also been awarded the Out
standing Contribution Award from the Take
Pride in America program and Renew America’s
Wildlife Conservation Award. Save the Mana
tee Club recently recicved the 1995 Outstanding
Achievement Award from the Renewable Natu
ral Resources Foundation in Bethesda, MD.
Currently the club is trying to get legislation
passed making a license mandatory for boaters.
“By requiring boaters to go through training to
get a license the boaters also become more
educated on manatees, making the waters safer
for both.”, said Sadusky.
To obtain more information on manatees,
adoption of manatees or a copy of the Save a
Manatee’s gift catalog, write to Save a Manatee
Club, 500N. Maitland Ave., Maitland, FL 32751,
or call 1-800-432-JOIN.

Jacksonville good for more than old-boy tunes
By Mark Faulkner
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Although Jacksonville has
long been known as the home
of Lynyrd Skynyrd and south
ern country rock, a new local
band just release a cd showing
that this town can produce ex
cellent alternative music as well.
The band: The Clockhouse. The
cd: Sundials and Wires.
The clockhouse is a trio of
longtime Jacksonville residents
Bruce Wilson vocals, J, the
guitarist and lyricist and Gerald
Joseph on keyboards.
Sundials and Wires is a col
lection of 12 songs that fit right
in with today’s alternative
genre. The songs deal with self
doubt, love gone wrong, love
gone right, and trying to stay
true to yourself no matter what
the cost.
The first single, “Last True
Great Pretender,” is a condem
nation of people who lose track
of themselves and their ability
to deal with their problems.
“When everything is curved and
twisted,” Wilson calls out, “And
you ’re not sure what you are or
if you’re wicked/ Faces go by
and you know no one.”
Other standout songs on the
album include, “Powder Blue,”
a song about sacrificing love

for m usic, “It’s Over Monday,”
and “Whatever.”
The band’s influences, real
or imagined, come through
quickly as the album plays.
Wilson’s voice seems to be a
mix of The The’s Matt Johnson
and Dcpcchc Mode’s Martin
Gore.
J’s guitar work is similar to
The Stone Roses’ John Squire
as well as The Smiths’ Johnny
Marr. Joseph’s keyboards also
bear much resemblance to The

By Nancy Boyle
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Adopt me! I’m grey and wrinkled and I eat grass!
By Chris Bomhard

Mama done told me... the joint was jumping!

The with a bit of Nine Inch
Nails.
While the band may rely too
much on synthesized effects on
some songs, the trio puts out a
great sound with some excel
lent backing players. This isn’t
just anothercookie cutter threechord-montc that have become
popular by finding one guitar
riff and beating it to death. The
Clockhouse is an example of
J acksonvi lie ’ s growing number
of dynamic alternative bands.

The Atlantic Beach Experimental
Theatre’s produdion of “194O’s Radio Hour”
is excellent and just goes to show that theatre
in the Jacksonville area can be just as boffo as
Broadway. Director Carson Merry Baillie has
a hit on her hands.
Set in the seedy studios of WOV, a 5,000watt New York City radio station, the play
opens about an hour before the broadcast of a
weekly variety show, ‘The Mutual Manhattan
Variety Cavalcade”, a musical comedy,
packed with great singing, high steppin’ danc
ing and many hilarious moments.
All the old favorite tunes are in it. “Boogie
Woogie Bugle Boy”, “Old Black Magic”, and
“Kalamazoo” just to name a few.
Sal Hepatica Laxative. Always Swim Caps.
Chiqui ta B anana. They just don ’ t do commer
cials breaks like this anymore.
The background music has that tinny,
crackily 40’s sound. Close your eyes and you
are there. The stage is filled with memora
bilia, from the broken-down Coke machine to
the antiquated pay phone on the wall. That’s
one of the things that makes this play so much
fun. The audience is drawn into the nostalgia
and becomes part of the play.
As the show begins. Pops Bailey, the stage
doonnan played by Sam Franhouser, and
Stanley, the technician, played by Randall
Scott Phillips, are busy getting ready for the
broadcast, which will begin in about an hour.
Soon chaos reigns supreme on this little stage
as the radio actors bustle about rehearsing,
arguing, and generally getting in each other’s
way. To have so many people on such a tiny
stage and not have them tripping over each
other is a testament to Baillie’s directing.
Then, it’s: quiet on the set...strike up the
band...it’s showtime!
The ensemble of actors is just fabulous as
the Cavalcade’s motley troupe of entertain
ers. There is immense talent in this cast.
Dean Glasel as Clifton A Feddington, the
show’s producer and announcer, is terrific as
the crotchety boss chastising his employees
for being late and not ready for the show. He
has the perfect “announcer’ Voice and his
commercial breaks are very funny.
Ellen Mlilligan is Toots Doubleman, pia
nist and leader of The Toots Doubleman Or
chestra. She, along with percussionist Rich
ard Wade and saxophone player Mike
Marinelli, deliver some fabulous sounds.

Ray Ely plays delivery boy, Wally Ferguson,
who wants more than anything to be in the show.
Jack Barnard’s portrayal of stage manager,
Lou Cohn, showing singer Ginger Brown how to
bump and Grind to the beat is beyond description
and must be seen to be believed.
Stepping out of his Fox 30 Safari Sam per
sona is Kent Lindsey who plays featured singer,
Johnny Cantonc. Lindsey’s transformation into
the lady-killing crooner who sings like he’s
making love to the microphone is reminiscent of
a young Frank Sinatra.
Melissa Michelle Stepp takes the role of
Ginger Brown and makes it her own. As the
sexy, campy waitress-tumed-singer, she grabs
your attention and doesn’t let go. Her perfor
mance of “Mama Done Told Me” had the audi
ence rolling in the aisles. Never mind what she
does with chewing gum. This is a truly hilarious
performance.
The part of Connie Miller, the show’s inge
nue, is played by the versatile Jamie Womack.
She is a very talented singer and dancer.
Comic and song-and-dance man, Neal Tilden
is played by Adrian Greene. His expressive
portrayal of Tilden as the wannabe featured
singer who is also the Caval cade’s star comic is
wonderfully funny. He and Glasel will have your
sides splitting with laughter.
Matthew Johnson plays B. J. Gibson, the
young, fresh-faced singer/dancer who is
paired with Womack’s Milleron several num
bers. They are the sweet, young couple that
every 40s show had to have.
The very talented Peg Ingram is singer/dancer,
Ann Collier, the featured vocalist of the Caval
cade whose sultry rendition of “Old Black Magic”
is wonderful. She is also a terrific dancer.
Rita Churchwell as Blues singer, Geneva Lee
Browne, delivers a rendition of “The Joint Was
Jumpin’’ that did just that: it had the audience
jumpin’.
If you were around in the 40’s, this show will
stirup wonderful, nostalgic memories and lots of
laughter. If you weren’t, then you’ll realize what
a fabulous time you missed. Sure there was a war
going on, but there was also some terrific
enterainment and lots of funny moments to help
people cope.
“1940s Radio Hour” will be performed at the
Atlantic Beach Experimental Theatre, Commu
nity Center, 716 Ocean Boulevard, Thursdays
through Saturdays, through September 23rd at 8
o’clock. Tickets are $10 and $12. Reservations
are advised. Call 249-7177 for reservations and
further information.

Movie keeps laughs fresh, doesn’t drag
MOVIE, from page 6

away from either one. It’s like
seeing F-Troop when it
switched to color— one big
anachronism.
What the quasi-ladies do
when they arrive is one big
makeover after another. Chat
ter about Dorothy Dandrige can
cure the mute, Diana Vreeland
books and heal the stutter, and

vintage 60s clothes can bring
beauty to one who was nick
named “Baby Ugly.” The hard
nut to crack is the Stockard
Channing-as-battcrcd-wifc
subplot. The whole plot of the
film is a mishmash of subplots,
including the wife beating
Virgil. This domestic abuser
finds himself playing the em
bodiment of the angry white
male who can’t stand spices in

his stew (really).
Most ridiculous subplot? It’s
another lie! The ploice man
(from the beginning) is stalking
Vida to get revenge; and the
Strawberry Social (all it needs
is a theme!).
Oh yeah, speaking of sub
plots, one actually is the inspira
tion of the film’s title. It’s a must
see for those tired of seeing the
annual drag event of the year.

Cut carefully along the dotted line, making sure to make even, complete cuts

‘Ey mon, you wan’ to reserve a classified ad?
You get thirty words, mon, give or take a leetle bit, an’ you get It free!

Category Start date End date
Name

City

Address
Phone

Send dis ting, mon, to the Spinnaker, 4567 St. Johns
Bluff Road South, Bldg. 14 Rm. 2608, Jacksonville FL
32224 US Mail or Campus mail or drop it in our box or
do de fax ting to 928-3964.
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WE’RE ABOUT V BRACE
TO PROP FROM
FOR A
HYPERLIGHT
HARD
SPEED...
COLT

I'LL NEVER
GET USED
TO THIS
PART.

WE'VE PROPPED ^7THROTTLE
FROM HYPERLIGHT
BACK/THERE’S
INTO NORMAL
ÀL^6 TRAFFIC
5PACE/TIME.
AROUND LAST
STOP

CHECK.

Written by Thoma» Warkentm

IT’S THE
LAST STOP
BEFORE THE
RIM SYSTEM.

DAHGL.
YOU WEREN’T
KIDDIN’ABOUT
TRAFFICI
WHY'S IT
CALLEPLA5T
STOPO

FOR SOME,
IT’S THE LAST
STOP PERIOD.

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

1
[•mail: Georgeloon@aol.com

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
HOW EMBARRASSING...
HAND-ME-UPS'"

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
I GET MORE
KINDLING!

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

I MACK
Ct^CHQP WHflóK

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
papp^ lipszt'. the
EbEorR/a 4NP &AG
BILLS HIT HIM HARP

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

L-, THIS MONTH . 3—'

You’re still rt©t subThittin^ anything HaY* it©^ ©fy©u any cr^atiY^ sf^r\ ffhats©£Y£r^ is fac%s©ftYill# s© bereft ©f
culture that we trust defend ©it syndicators and thassiYe c©it^l©trierates t©froYide us with art and hutn©r? Say it
ain’t s©! Subthit stuff, n©vo!Subtriit cartoons ©r iee sh©©t the d©$l
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Fax 928-3964 to reserve your free CLASSIFIED ADS! Space is limited! First come, first serve!
the Pre-Law Society orthose desiring information pertaining
to this organization please contact Lisa York at 642-5589

ADVANCE. Call Operations Manager Morgan Baker 904
730-8174 ; 8384 Baymeadows Rd #1 Jacksonville 32256

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Local company needs P/T employees. Hrs 3:30 - 8:30 M-F,
warehouse work/labor. Apply in person to Jim Fricke at
11251 Phillips Parkway Dr. E.

GREEK CORNER
$1,000 Fundraiser - Fraternities, Sororities & Student Orga
nizations. You’ve seen credit card fundraisers before, but
you've never seen the Citibank fundraiser that pays $5.00
per application. Call Donna at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a FREE camera.

A really effective Fundraiser for any campus organization Fraternities, sororities, Student Groups. Better than anything
you've tried before! Provide your organization with a sub
stantial ongoing souce of income. Can be profitable for
individual members as well. Call Ron at 904-262-6802 or
459-7777 (beeper) for more information.
Delta Sigma PI Sept 19 7 pm Prof spkr (Rick Shay, Nation's
Bank) @ Bldg 14 Rm 1605; More info call 998-0115

Have you ever thought about being the big bird on campus
(BBOC)? The UNF Volleyball team is looking for energetic,
entertaining, wild and crazy performer to play the part of
Ozzie the Osprey. Call the Volleyball office at 646-2897 and
ask for Mike Welch, head coach, or Heather.
If you are interested in a career in medicine and would like to
know more about medical school and UNF's pre-med pro
gram, then please attend the Pre-med Seminar on Sept 21,
3 - 5:30 PM in 14/1601-1603. There will be doctors, resi
dents, and a volunteer director. To reserve your attendance
for this program, please call the Career Development Center
at 646-2955 or stop by in Bldg 2, Room 2086.

Listen Up!Music in Fernandina Beach. New and used tapes,
CDs, books on tape. 205 1/2 Centre Street, (904) 277-9666.

CLUBS
Student Criminal Justice Association
Meeting September 19, 5 pm in Bldg 11 Rm 1221 - Cail
Brandi Darwin at 646-2850 for more information
UNF Engineering Society FESmeeting, Thursday Sept21 at
12:15 Bldg 11 Rm 1260. For more info contact Maureen at
998-9314. Elections, open meeting on ABET accreditation of
UNF program. Everyone welcome!
Get Psyched! Join the UNF Psychology Club. We promote
fellowship, research, and service in the field of psychology.
Applications available in the psychology dept, Bldg 39 4th
floor. Lifetime membership $10. For more info call Lisa
McCalpin 721-0901

A ETI accounting cl ub - Sept events : General meeti ng 9/14 3
4 pm Senate Chambers; Volunteers neede for MS-150
registration; 9/20 & 9/23 contact Jerry Mucha for details: 636
6419; Formal social 9/21 5:30-9 pm Foudation Board Room
A. Come get involved!

Osprey Radio Sports - two informational meetings on Wed.
Sept 27 and Oct 4 at 4 pm in Bldg 2 Rm 2065. All current
members asked to attend as well as any students interested
in becoming a member of Osprey Radio Sports crew. Must
attend at least one meeting to be cgnsidered for position.
UNF Student Volunteer Center - Agencies from the Jackson
ville community willbe coming out to show what their agency
does and try to recruit interested volunteers. Great chance
for students to find an organization within their area of study
to volunteer for - Sept 26 11 am - 1 pm on the green.
The fellowship of Christian Athletes would like to invite
EVERYONE to attend weekly Monday night meetings in the
gym, Athlete or not, come out for fun, fellows hip, and friends!

Lose Weight: 8-100 lbs., Fast and Easy, GUARANTEED.
Burns Fat, increases energy. 100% natural, Doctor recom
mended. Willpower in a bottle! Ask for special discount. Call
642-3733
Miss UNF Applications for the Second Annual Miss UNF
Scholarship Pageant are now being accepted. For more
information, contact Anthony Williams at 646-2750. Dead
line is Oct. 17. [10/10]

LOSE WEIGHT FAST AND MAKE IT LAST! I've lost over 50
pounds and have kept it off !! Call Irene for free information at
744-2789.

HELP WANTED

Pre-Law Students: Those interested in becoming a part of

ATTENTION SPORTS MINDED INDIVIDUALS
Osprey Radio is now taking applications for the following
positions for the fall semester:
Commentators, Announcers, Production Assistants for bas
ketball (men's and women's), baseball and softball.
All those interested please contact Cie at 232-7212 or
Osprey Radio at 646-2908.
Applications will also be available at the station (Bldg. 2/
Room 2605) or the Communications and Visual Arts office
(Bldg. 3/Room 2401).

Roommate needed-Arlington area. 3 bedroom 1 bathhouse
with large backyard. Female preferred, non-smoker. $275 +
1/2 call 743-8366, leave message.

San Marco -- Room for rent in large home. Rent $425/month,
includes all utilities. Ask for barbara at 396-3460 [10/10]
Non smoker, professional grad student own room & bath in
2Bed 2Bath house. Wash & dryer, nice home 1 mile from
UNF. $275/month +1/2 utilities. Must be neat. Can call after
5 pm -641-8926

Serious non-smoking student/professor female. Room to
rent. Everything included, nice area, call 904-797-9473

Seeking Roommate: Mandarin — SWF seeking male or
female to share large 2-bed 2-bath apartment for $275/
month + 1/2 utilities. Features include: pools, lighted tennis
courts, weight room, laundry, jacuzzi, dry bar, private bal
cony, 21-acre lake. "Known for award winning design." Call
886-9808, leave message.

Hiring bar staff, fun work environment, good pay with
flexible hours - Dante's Purgatory Pub, 11961 Beach Blvd
across from the Alhambra, 2 miles east of St. Johns Bluff,
641-0805.
WORK AT HOME, 10-15 Hours per week Around your
schedule! Earn $500 $800 per monthFult training provided
(904) 744-2789
Wanted: Bilingual people from and/or have contacts in
Europe, South America, or the Pacific Rim to help with our
rapidly expanding Global Health and Nutritional Company.
Last year's sales in excess of 900 million. P/T 1,000 - 2,000
/mo. F/T 4,000 - 10,000 /mo. Call Now, 642-3568

CHILD CARE
Full/Part time nanny. San Jose Area. 737-1001
Nanny/housekeeper wanted, part-time, to help with street
children and household in Orange Park home. Reliable car
a must. Experience and references required. Not looking for
just a babysitter. 272-2388.

FOR SALE

Help Wanted - Mature uppercalssman or grad, student to
assist with psychologist with assessment of children. Train
ing provided. Prior exp w/children req. P/T Call 1-800-849
9298 [9/26]

International Company seeking people from Taiwan, Japan,
Spanish countries, and other foreign countries to help with
my rapidly expanding global business.
For appointment call Irene at 744-2789.

Elegant wedding gown. Satin white, with beading, train, open
back. Size 6, price $550. Call Michelle at 646-1510.

Spring Break '96 - SELL TRI PS, EARN CASH 4 GO FREE!!
Student Travel Services is now hiring campus represetnatives.
Lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona and Panama
City Beach. Call 1-800-648-4849. [9/19]

Accounting software company needs a student part-time
with a strong interest in computers with some accounting
knowledge. Please call 260-7766 for more information.

Pineer Receiver: Dolby Surround, 100 Watts front, 340 rear,
7 band graphic equalizer, full function remote, excellent
condition. $150. Call Jerry at 636-6416. [9/26]

Major International Health and Nutrution Co. Looking for
people who: like to work with people, have willingness to
work, desire to learn, able to train and supervise others. P/T
10-20k+ per year, F?T 30-50k+ peryear. Serious Career
Opportunity, Flexible hours, full training and support. Seri
ous inquiries only. For further information call 642-3568.

VeryPuffySlipforunder wedding dress, prom. White, size 4.
$45.00 Call 744-0578 leave message. In brand-new condi
tion, worn once.

Looking for something different? Here’s an opportunity to
make some significant money while you are in school and set
yourself up for a continuing income after you graduate. Part
time. flexible hours. Call Ron at 904-262-6802 or 459-7777
(beeper) for more information.
Black belt self-defense instruction for youth programs. Great
money - few hours .. the perfect college job. Good transpo
a must. Central Florida corp expanding into Jax. For inter
view - Barry - Young Olympians (collect if need be) (813)
973-7448
*

Join us: the Unified Ministries of UNF. Mondays, Wednes
days, and Thursdays. For more information call the office,
928-3254. Get saved today.

Part-time Loaders and Unloaders - Roadway package sys
tem is accepting applications. Excellent pay $6.50/hr start +
$1/hr towards tuition for evening shifts, $7.00/hr + $1/hr
towards tuition for morning shifts. All shifts 20-25 hrs weekly
M-F; 12:30 am - 5 am; 4:30 am - 8:30 am; 12:30 pm - 5:30 pm;
5:30 pm -10:30 pm. Apply in person Mon 8 am to 11 am or
Tues. 1 pm - 4 pm at 2480 N. Lane Ave, Jacksonville. Must
be 18 years old and a high school graduate.

ROOMMATES

ATTENTION DEDICATED STUDENTS!!!!! Do want a job to
fit your schedule? F/T, P/T, a job that will ENHANCE your
future credibility? Think PINKERTON SECURITY. Immedi
ate openings close to UNF, Ponte Vedra, Jacksonville.
Perfect for students i n C RI MIN AL JUSTICE. Opportunities to

TYPING SERVICES

1981 four-door Volvo 2400 L. Good condition. Runs well.
$1800 or best offer. Must sell. Chris (904) 292-5349

Yamaha Trombone. Excellent condition. Includes mouth
piece and carrying case. Cost: $300.00. If interested, call
221 -1083 after 6 pm or 646-2525 (on campus, M-F between
8 am - 5 pm)

Typing Service - Term papers, etc. Pick up and deliver, if
needed. 645-3480.

MISCELLANEOUS

Papers and projects typed quickly and accurately. Laser
printer and color printer. Call kelly at 745-1782
Term papers/Projects/Resumes typed within 24 hours. Call
262-2130 and ask for Jean.

Let’s share a ride from St. Augustine back and forth on
Tuesday and Thursday. Please call Iris 904-797-9473

PROFESSIONALTYPINGSERVICETop quality laser printer,
computer disks, low rates. Call Lois King at745-4091 or 949
0180 (pager on campus) Student discounts available [ind]

Tell them you saw it in the Spinnaker! Reserve your classified
ad today by faxing to 928-3964, but hurry! space is limited,
first come first serve!

RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Ride the crest
of vm newest wave
Of.
u • i
...technical innovation
...industry growth
■.■•career
The Electronics Boutique is the ration’s
lorerriost retailer of computer/interactive video
software and accessories. Since 1977, we have
mainta neo oui position at the cutting edge of our
industry. Whether you are just out of college, or
ooking io make a career change, as a nands-on
Manager at one of our hundreds of locations,
you can enjoy:

• Highly competitive salaries
• Company-paid benefits including
medical, dental and life insurance
• 100% company-paid training
• Tuition assistance
• Flexible scheduling
• Opportunities for rapid career advancement

We will be visiting the
University of North Florida;
Career Exposition - Sept. 27

Career Fair

THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
ANNOUNCES ITS FALL '95 PROGRAMS}
BE ON THE LOOKOUT.... THERE’S
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!!
CAREER EXPO
Wednesday, September 27, 1995
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Building 14, Banquet Complex

PRE-MED SEMINAR

PRE LAW SEMINAR

Thursday, September 21, 1995
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Building 14, Banquet Complex

Thursday, October 19, 1995
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Building 14, Banquet Comple:

HEALTH & EDUCATION CAREER CONNECTIONS

September 27, 1995
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker™, is
looking for motivated people to establish a career
in the stock brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills,
general market knowledge and the desire to excel,
see us at the Career Fair on September 27, 1995
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

Come explore the wide range of career options in your fields!!
Wednesday, October 4, 1995
10:00a.tn. - 3:00 p.m.
Building 14, Banquet Complex

ARTS & SCIENCES CAREER CONNECTIONS
Come explore the wide range of career options in your fields!
■
Wednesday, November 15, 1995
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Building 14, Banquet Complex
,EASi
ACT THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CENTER TO SIGN UP FOR THE PROGRAM OF
YOUR CHOICE....
SEE YOU IN THE FALL!
Founders Hall, Room #2086,646-2955

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

_______ I w! OLDE
■

An Equal Opportunity Employer

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
MembcrNYSEandSIPC

"■Individuals requiring reasonable accommodations to participate in
any service offered by the Career Development Center,
founders Hall/Room 2086,646-2955, must notify the Center at least
five (5) days prior to the event.
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Volleyball team faces early-season test at No. 1 Barry
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

The UNF vol
leyball
team,
which has rolled
through its sched
ule thus far, runs
into a potential
roadblock Saturdaywhen they visit
Barry University.
The Buccaneers, the defending Sun
shine State Conference champions,
were the unanimous top choice in the
1995 SSC preseason poll. They took
the No. 1 position in the Division II
coaches’ poll after defeating former
No. 1 Northern Michigan Sept. 8.
Barry’s only loss this season was Sept.
1 at Division I Central Florida.
UNF volleyball coach Mike Welch
said the Ospreys (2-0 SSC, 7-1 overall)
will need to be at the top of their game
Saturday. “With all of our other con
ference opponents, we feel pretty com
fortable that we can handle them,” he
said. “Barry is the one [opponent] that
we’re going to have to pull something
special out of the hat to make it work.”

Welch said a lot of what Barry does
during a match is predictable. “If our
team can produce and really do the
things we need to do, we can really
match up against them,” he said.
“They’re not driving the ball straight
down the court,... they hit the ball deep
in the court. If we make smart adjust
ments, we can get on those balls.”
Barry returns two All-Americans
from last year’s squad. Senior middle
hitter Mickisha Hurley led Division II
in hitting percentage last season (.437),
and set a school record with 527 kills.
Sophomore outside hitter Elvira
Vakhidova, a second team All-Ameri
can, was second on the team with 362
kills.
Welch said Hurley, the only Divi
sion II player to play in this year’s U.S.
Olympic Festival, is very athletic. “She
can slam-dunk a basketball, so she can
get pretty high over the net,” he said.
He added that Vadhikova’s playing
style is very predictable.
Senior middle hitter Wei Liu, the
1993 SSC Player of the Year, also
returns for Barry. Welch said Liu had
an off year last season due to back

problems.
The Buccaneers added two more
foreign players, both hitters, to their
starting lineup during the off-season:
Sonia Gubaidulina, a Russian, and
Cindy Yuan of China. Both have na
tional team experience in their home
countries.
“They’ll have a lot more experi
ence on the floor, but I do know that
their passing breaks down when they ’re
stressed,” Welch said. “If we can put
them in a stressful situation, thenmaybe
good things can happen.”
He said the Ospreys could use their
service game to cause just that kind of
situation. “Our team has been serving
tough very well this year, and that’s
somethingthatB arry will not be able to
handle,” he said.
The Ospreys visit Barry this week
due to a schedule change. The two
schools swapped home dates so Conti
nental Cablevision could broadcast the
Oct. 2 8 match live from the UNF Arena,
with a tape-delay broadcast on Sun
shine Network statewide.
•••

Lineup change in the coaches’office
Monica Rubino came on board as
assistant voUeybali coach last week,
Rubino, who was assistant coach
last season, replaced former assistant ■
; Heather Vorhes. < ■ - ,, : :
“She’s got a pretty high level of
knowledgeofvoUeybaU, so it’s really
nice to have ; her back on the ■ bench :
widius/saidheadcoaehMikcWeJch,

last week and should improve their
position in this week’s Division II poll.
Sept. 11 they beat Armstrong State 15
7,15-7,15-8. Wednesday, they rolled
over Florida Tech by identical scores
of 15-5, and Saturday they won their
road opener 15-5, 15-5, 17-15 over
Eckerd.
UNF played flat against Armstrong
State, allowing the visitors to score six
straight points in the third game to tie
the score at seven. Senior right-side
hitter Missy Graf said the team needed
to get more momentum going. “Our
passing wasn’t very strong to start off
The Ospreys swept three matches [the match] with,” she said.

From 1991 through 1993, Rubino
w^ the assisiatu coach at Oklahoma
University, She played tour years at
George Mason University, earning all
conference honors. ' < : ; : :
:: < : : " : ' ■ : : :
Welch said Vorhesleft because she
decided she did not ward a career in
coaching.
i :</ ; < ; < ; ] • < ; < i ; : y ; ; ; ?
.
< .
• .
TK
Welchsaid the Ospreys played with
out inspiration. “I heard comments from
the players that they were just bored
and that’s going to come with the terri
tory [with] this part of our schedule,”
he said. “We’ve got so many easy
matches coming up.”
Welch added that outside of up
coming matches with Barry and Florida
Southern and the Air Force Premier
loumamentat theU.S. AirForce Acad
emy at the end of the month, there is a
lull in the schedule. “We only have
four practices between now and then,
see VOLLEYBALL, p. 11

UNF golfers head into 1995-96season with 10th place finish
by

James Birr

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The UNF golf team began
its pursuit of its first NCAA
Division II national champi
onship Sept. 11 at the Kiawah
Island Intercollegiate.
Sophomore
Danny
Simmerman won the tourna
ment and led the Ospreys to
a tenth place finish.
The tournament, held at
Osprey Point Golf Club, fea
tured top Division I teams
such as Duke, Maryland and
the College of Charleston.
The Kiawah tournament
marks the beginning of the
fall golf season for the
Ospreys. The team will com
pete in four more tourna
ments in October and No
vember.

Experience, depth and co
hesiveness set this team apart
from the rest.
The 10-member team,
which finished No. 7 in Di
vision II in 1995 and second
in 1994, is peppered with ex
perienced returning players
as well as some top newcom
ers.
Senior Jason Downey, a
second-team All-Amcrica
selection last year, juniors
Blane Brown and Chris
Slattery, and sophomore
Danny Simmerman return for
the Ospreys.
New faces for UNF in
clude Chad Lytton, from
Brevard Community Col
lege, and Garrett Morri sson,
from Florida Community
College of Jacksonville.

Both players have national
junior college championship
experience.
Redshirt junior Chris
Slattery is confident that the
ten golfers on the team will
push each other to play great
golf. “Anyone on this year’s
team can beat the next guy
on a given day,” said
Slattery.
Head golf coach John
Brooks hopes he can find the
right chemistry of players in
order to be successful. “I
need to establish sooner in
the year who the top four
players will be. This will
add more continuity to the
team.”
The four remaining tour
naments in the fall will help
to establish the top players.

Blane Brown says attitude
will play a large role in the
team’s success. “Our goal is
to win every tournament
along the way and to ulti
mately win the national
championship.”
Brooks agrees with
Brown and added, “This
year’s team needs to empha
size every regular season
tournament in order to be in
a position to win each time
we play.”
The Ospreys will host the
Mercedes-Benz Collegiate
Championship at Queen’s
Harbour on February 23.
Division I teams like
Florida State, Tulsa and
Louisiana State University
will challenge UNF to raise
its game to a higher level.

Brooks expects his team
to be in the top five this year
when the rankings arc an
nounced. He predicts South
Carolina-Aiken and Sun
shine State Conference rival
Florida Southern College to
be among the top Division II
teams this year.

The UNF golf team will
host the First Coast Colle
giate Challenge Oct. 9.
With depth, experience
and cohesiveness, some pre
dict this may be UNF’s best
opportunity yet to take home
its first NCAA champion
ship.

UNF Fall 1995 golf schedule
Oct. 9

First Coast Collegiate Challenge
Jacksonville

Oct. 16-17

G. Gunby Jordan Intercollegiate
Columbus, GA

Oct. 30-31

FAU/PGA Intercollegiate
Palm Beach Gardens, FL

Nov. 13-14

Rollins College Invitational
Longwood, FL

UNF women’s soccer
team improves to 3-0
By Tom
OF THE STAFF

A member of the UNF women’i

•

The UNF
Wimcn’sOq:
cer team im
proved its
record to 3-0
whit back-toback wins
over the weekend.
The Ospreys hammered
Webber College 5*0 Saturday
afternoon on the strength of a
first-half hat trick by forward
Leigh Ann Tabor.
;' She scored her first goal of
the match in the 24th minute,
with an assist by mi J fielder Gina
Heath. Tabor's next two goals
eamc in the 29th and 44th rainvies.
: “1 didn't figure out theiroutside defenders were as slow as
they were until 311 minutes into
College players Saturday. UNF routed Webber 5-0. ■ i < : : ; ■ : thegame and then I started scor
ing goals,” Tabor said.
Forward Angie Couhetie

scored the Ospreys’ fourth
goal in the 56th minute, with
an assist by Ann Maiaquias.
:: Malaquias scored an: anas- >
sisted goal in die 62nd minute
to round out the scoring.
■: ■: ; Webber: made just lour
shots in the match, and UNF
goalkeeper Mary Moran
pulled them all in.
UNF took 26 shots al the
Webber goal, and goalkeeper
Jennifer Rose made eight
saves.
'
Head coacbJufie Orlowski
said Webber has four or five
good players. “They were
strong up the middle, so we
attacked the outside, and that’s
where those [goals] sprang
through,” she said. “The sec
ond half, they were already
down three goals, so (hey
: made die decision to put those
(o u tside ] pl ay ers in i the
seç SOCCER, p. 11
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Ospreys sweep Eckerd in road opener

The Sports Column
by Tom Kopacz
Lay down some asphalt. Put some foam rub
ber carpet padding down, say 5/8-inch thick.
Now put down some indoor/outdoor carpet
ing on it, at most 1/8-inch thick.
All set? Play football on it.
I can hear you saying, “Are you nuts?” Of
course not. But what I just described is your
average Astroturf athletic field.
Cincinnati Bengals rookie running back KiJana Carter is out for the season afterblowing out
his knee in the Bengals’ first preseason game at
Riverfront Stadium. Ironically, during contract
negotiations Carter had offered to take a pay cut
during any season the Bengals played home
games on natural grass.
The Kansas City Chiefs say the additional
costs incurred with the grass surface installed
two years ago at Arrowhead Stadium are offset
by the reduction in players’ medical costs.
Philadelphia Phillies great Richie Allen once
pronounced, “If cows can’t eat it, I won’t play on
it.” Allen was a smart man, despite being a
Phillie. (It could’ve been worse; he could have
been a Cleveland Indian.)
Unfortunately, the proliferation of indoor
and multipurpose stadia has made plastic grass
commonplace. However, the gone-and-seemingly-forgotten 1994 World Cup soccer finals
have brought a potential solution.
FIFA, the governing body for world soccer,
mandated that plastic grass could not be used in
World Cup matches. With matches at the Mead
owlands and the Pontiac (Mich.) Silvcrdome,
that requirement seemed to be an insurmount
able obstacle.

Enter the scientists at Michigan State Univer
sity. They devised a system of portable palettes
to grow Bermuda grass on. The palettes were put
VOLLEYBALL, from p. 10
together like a jigsaw puzzle at the two sites.
Despite doubters’ promises, it worked. The
the rest arc playing this type of
soccer matches went off without a hitch (unless
competition,” he said.
you count the fact that the Silverdome isn’t air
Junior setter Missy Erixon
conditioned as a hitch.)
said the team has worked on
It’s time to use the system in stadia using
staying focused when they do
artificial turf. Start with stadia like the Astro
dome, where an NFL exhibition game was can practice. “It’s been hard for us
celled due to the turf coming loose from the to stay focused because we were
floor, and Philadelphia’s Veteran’s Stadium, playing weaker teams,” she
with a well-earned reputation for the worst of the said.
Welch said he thought the
artificial surfaces.
Ospreys played great against
Admittedly it is hard for most pro teams to get
Florida Tech.
rid of their turf, because they play in publicly“We got a lot out [of] to
owned facilities. However, where the team itself
night that we didn’t get out of
(college orpro) owns the stadium, turf is leaving.
Monday night’s match,” said
The New England Patriots and Kansas City
UNF coach Mike Welch. He
Chiefs have tom out the plastic. The Chicago
said the Ospreys held serve very
Bears convinced the city fathers to roll up the
rug. The Southeastern Conference’s Eastern
Division went all-natural this season, when
Vanderbilt invested in grass seed.
SOCCER, from p. 10
And finally, something to like about the Dal
las Cowboys: owner Jerry Jones says America’s midfield and forward, and then
they were suspect in the back.
Team will yank the plastic soon.
“Then it was just a matter of
Alleluia!
•••
putting high pressure on their
A Rash of Stupid Errors: Silly errors keep backs, especially in conditions
creeping into the sports calendar on the front like this with the field wet,...
page, which is not the best place to have silly and they just gave us the ball a
errors. Last week’s issue was supposed to prom
ise a men’s soccergame Wednesday night against
defending national champion Tampa. Except I
didn’t change the date from two weeks ago, so it
was listed as Sept. 9. Mistake number one.
I relied on old information for that schedule.
I didn’t realize the match had been switched to
Oct. 18. Mistake number two.
As punishment, I promise to wear a necktie
one day this week.
•••

well and passed well. He said
FIT played much better than it
had in the past.
Wendy Balut led UNF with
11 digs. Missy Graf had nine,
and Erixon, who led UNF with
21 assists, had eight digs. Janice
Turner led the Ospreys in kills
with nine.
Kristin Pcppel led Florida
Tech with nine kills and 12 digs.
Nicole Lindon led the Panthers
with nine assists.
At Eckerd Saturday, Janice
Turner had 11 kills and Wendy
Balut added 10 as UNF swept
the Tritons. Balut leads the team
with 79 kills.

GET DRESSED
BEFORE YOU
HIT THE ROAD.
Gloves help your grip. Leathers
help prevent hypothermia. And all
gear protects against flying objects.
Which is vital if you ever \ o v
become the flying object. \]5/
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION W

UNF stops Brevard Sunday

WASTED
YOUTH.

lot of times,” Orlowski said.
“[UNF’s] work rate and tenac
ity going for the ball is what got
them the opportunities they
had.”
Sunday the Ospreys stopped
Brevard Community College by
a 1-0 score.

Next issue: Roughly 101 Reasons To Hate
Florida Southern College, and a Multitude Of
Ways To Do It.
,

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

FW1 A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service and
cM your State Forester.

Why do so many UNF
students take Kaplan?
Classes start Oct. 23

Classes start Sept 18

GMAT

MCAT
Classes start Oct. 26

Classes start Jan. 8

Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it mos t.
We'll show you the
proven skills and test
taking techniques that
help you get a higher
score.

Guaranteed Results!

Super Crossword
ACROSS
1 Sour stuff
5 Bloke
9 Leading
man?
13 Tours topper
18 See 10 Down
19 Patriot
Nathan
20 El —, Texas
21 Mrs. Richard
Wagner
22 Mideast cartel
23 Verve
24 Choir
member
25 Place to store
a cloche
26 Bel Kaufman
best-seller
30 Low
31 Sweater letter
32 Getty or
Parsons
36 Cole Porter
classic
42 “I — Stop
Loving You"
44 Knight wear?
45 Jacob’s twin
46 Film sites?
47 Writer Grass
49 Slugger’s stat
50 Hang a
hammock
52 1914-18
letters
53 With 33
Down,
Oregon Trail
1

Kaplan has the most complete
arsenal of test prep tools available.
From videos to software to virtual
reality practice tests with
computerized analysis to great
teachers who really care, nobody
offers you more ways to practice.

18
22

2

3

Call (904) 731-5500

Kaplan
T est Prep

1

—
—

30

45

37

38

—

—

74
79

91
98
103

69

68

—

75

—

—

122

126

117

118
—
—

■

14

arcade
85 Burdon or
Idle
86 Waggoner of
“Wonder
Woman"
89 For each
91 Citrus cooler
93 Diminish
94 Sketched
95 Granola fruit
96 Vince of
“Ben Casey”
99 Jesuit
college
name
101 Hesitates
102 Bleak
critique
104 Kidneyrelated
105 “East of
Eden”
director
108 Correct a
text
109 Frequent
traveler?
110 Punny poet
111 Toast topper
112 Prohibits
113 Shipshape
114 Songwriter
Paul
115 Manuscript
imperative
116 —-la-la
117 TV chef
Martin
118 Mil. group
15

16

17

33

34

35

25

24

■52

—

---- n

—
—

------- ■

■44

43

48

—

58

59

78

---------------

83

82

106

105

123
127

110

■ 120

119

—
—

86

102

101

109

85

§^■■97

■95

108

84

■ 90

■89

104

■■ZS

72

77

94

61

■65

■71

70

55

60

■

■64

63

j^H49

■54

53

81

93

32

■47

100

—

■ 13

12

20

88

99

11

■42

76

92

—

10

9

41

—

—

—

40

80

107
116

39

57

62
67

31

46

51

■
i

the queen.
perhaps
43 It’s shed in
winter
47 “I’ve — a
Secret"
48 Parisian
potentate
51 Bacterium
53 Rig a race
55 Movie
monogram
57 Word form
for “nerve"
58 Mislead
59 Strain
60 Comedian
John
61 Bom
63 Foxy quality
66 Basketball’s
Auerbach
67 Invade
68 Loyal
70 Jacket style
71 Maglie or
Mineo
72 Piece of
fencing?
75 — and tuck
77 Singer
Torme
80 Sheltered
side
81 “The
Godfather"
gun
82 Couch
83 Indefensible
84 Athenian

be —I”
8 Actor Sean
9 Indifference
10 With 18
Across,
Tibetan holy
man
11 — Spumante
12 Secure the
ship
13 Talk big
14 Put on a
pedestal
15 Spare part?
16 Funnyman
Philips
17 Burden
21 Unsullied
27 Do lunch
28 Health
concerns
29 Canadian
coin
33 See 53
Across
34 Big volume
operation?
35 Yalie
36 Heron’s
home
37 Vacation
location
38 Acquire
39 Recent
arrival
40 Moist
41 551, to
Caesar
42 Show
respect to

28

—

—

66

8

23

—

50
56

7

27

26

36

6

5

4

—

87

Free Seminars! F-l Information/1-20 Documentation

101 Tolstoy epic
post
54 General
103 Sign a check
Bradley
105 “Krazy —"
56 Inclination
106 Pallid
58 Dustin
107 Silly ’20s
song
Hoffman film
62 Antique auto 116 Power or
63 Pack number
Guthrie
64 Alluring
119 Nod off
65 Stick in the
120 Fruit-tree
mud?
spray
66 Wand
121 Crooked
69 Swallow one’s 122 Sleeve type
words
123 Bridge
71 Tranquil
support
73 Spud bud
124 Transmit
125 Michigan, for
74 Level
76 Put trust in
one
77 Merry month 126 Conductor
78 Dem.’s
Dorati
opponent
127 “Sixteen —"
79 Bobby Vee hit
(’55 song)
82 Coffeecake 128 Corpulent
topping
Cartwright
87 Something to 129 Coup d’—
skip?
DOWN
88 Non-noncha1 Felipe, Jesus,
lance?
or Matty
89 Hawaiian food 2 Fearless
90 Threshold
Fosdick’s
91 Fleming or
creator
Carney
3
a man
92 Firstborn
with seven...”
4 Lowdown
95 “Moll
Flanders”
critter?
author
5 Apple-pie
97 Hard work
cheese
98 ’71 Dennis
6 Holy head
Weaver film
gear
100 Goofs
7 “There oughta

111
—

113 114 115

112

■ 121

Il24

■ l25

■ 128

■ 129

_________________
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PROFESSIONAL OETUJORK
ASSOCIATION, IAC.
P.O. BOX 190968
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02119
(617) 361-3631

Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.
f

I

The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
medical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.

Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
annually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.

-ORDER FORM -

Please send me a copy of the Scholarship Directory - Enclosed is $25.00
Name:

Address:

City:

State:

Zip

PROFESSIONAL NETWORK ASSOCIATION, INC. • P.O. BOX 190968 • BOSTON, MA 02119

